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Abstract 
We show that a category A with a coherent ring structure determines a ring spectrum GA 
whose zeroth space is an additive group completion of the classifying space BA. This contains 
May’s result that a bipermutative category determines an E, ring spectrum. It also implies that 
a braided bimonoiddl category determines an Ez ring spectrum. If X is an &,-space, we also 
construct a ring category A whose associated ring spectrum bA is the I!?, ring spectrum QX+, 
the stable homotopy of X-. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1091 Mark. SLhj. chs.: 55, 18 
0. Introduction 
Categories with a ring structure up to coherent natural isomorphism occur naturally 
and are an important source of examples in loop space theory and algebraic K-theory. 
The most prominent examples are symmetric bimonoidal categories [6] and in particular 
bipermutative categories [8, lo]. This paper introduces En-ring categories which include 
bipermutative categories and other familiar examples as special cases. From the point 
of view of applications in the above mentioned areas any such notion of ringlike 
category should fulfill (at least) two basic criteria. It should include all of the basic 
examples, and any category with this structure should determine functorially a ring 
spectrum with an appropriate group completion. We will show that E,,-ring categories 
satisfy both criteria and in fact provide many more examples beyond the familiar ones. 
The multiplicative structure of an E,-ring category A gives the classifying space BA 
the structure of an En-space, i.e. BA has an n-fold delooping. Thus one expects the 
spectrum associated to an En-ring category to be an E, ring spectrum. The main result 
of Section 3, Theorem 3.3, establishes this and the existence of an additive group 
completion of BA that preserves the En-space structure. The proof of Theorem 3.3 
relies on two technical results, Theorems 2.5 and 3.2, that are discussed below. 
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In Section 1 we set up a general framework that is useful for discussing coherent 
ring structures on categories. This is based on the idea of a category of ring oper- 
ators which is defined to be the Cirothendieck construction .@ s 3, on a lax functor 
i, : ,7? + Cat [13] where .YY is a category of operators as in [ 111. A category with 
a homotopically coherent ring structure is then a lax ftmctor A : .X s 1, + Cat satis- 
fying certain conditions (Definition I .3). A is called a .# J” I-category. Theorem 2.5 
associates to A an ,Z-ring spectrum &A and an additive group completion of the 
classifying space BA. This theorem generalizes the central results of [lo] and is in 
fact proved using those results. Because of certain technical difficulties in [IO], we 
first modify May’s definitions slightly. The key step in the proof of Theorem 2.5 is 
then the replacement of lax functors by actual functors. For technical reasons Street’s 
rectification of lax functors [9, 12, 131 does not work here. Instead we construct a 
different (homotopical) rectification in Theorem 2.3 which should be of independent 
interest. 
Section 3 begins by defining B-ring category for a braided cat-operad 9. Such a 
category is additively permutative with the multiplicative structure coming from a %- 
action. An En-ring category is defined to be a Y-ring category for 9 an E, braided 
cat-operad. The precise definition of E,, braided cat-operad (Section 4) is somewhat 
technical, but the main examples are given in Section 1. One example to keep in mind 
is the n-cubes operad %,, [7] or any %? equivalent to it. Another basic example (not 
equivalent to V,,) is the E, braided cat-operad ?J,, constructed in Section 1. A %‘,-ring 
category has an underlying braided tensor ring category and in fact a (‘z-ring category 
is precisely a braided tensor ring category (called braided permutative in Section 3) 
Proposition 3.5. 
In Theorem 3.2 we show that a Y-ring category determines a 3 J i-category, where 
?@ is the category of operators associated to !g [I 11. This shows that Theorem 3.3 is a 
special case of Theorem 2.5. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to specific examples of En-ring categories. 
These include braided tensor ring categories and bipermutative categories, Examples 
3.6. We also construct an E,,-ring category model of QX+ for an E,,-space X, where 
Q=s2”1 Oc is stable homotopy and + denotes a disjoint basepoint. 
In Section 4 we prove a “recognition principle”, Theorem 4.2, for E,,-categories with 
an underlying braided tensor category. This result implies that the classifying space of 
such a category has an n-fold delooping and also extends the recognition principle 
implied by Theorem 2.9 of [l]. 
The results of this paper will be used in [3] to show that the K-theory of an E,-ring 
category is an En ring spectrum. This gives an alternate construction of products in 
K-theory allowing ring structures more general than E, ring spectra. 
The category of based topological categories and based, continuous functors is de- 
noted by Cat, while Cat+ has objects the unbased categories. The categories of based 
and unbased spaces are denoted by ,F and ,F+, all spaces are compactly generated 
weak Hausdorff and basepoints are nondegenerate. A functor F is a weak equivalence 
if BF is a weak homotopy equivalence. 
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If K is a small category, lax functors F : K + Cat are required to have struc- 
tural morphisms F( 1,) + IFa and F(g o f) + F(g) o F(f) isomorphisms. Simi- 
larly lax natural transformations a : F + F’ have structural 2-cells F’(f) o cc(a) + 
a(b) o F(f) isomorphisms. We say x is an equivalence if for each a E K the functor 
Z(U) : F(a) + F’(u) is a weak equivalence. 
We use the term bruided monoidal category to mean what was called a braided 
tensor category in [5]. In this paper “braided tensor category” will mean a strict braided 
monoidal category, i.e. one whose underlying monoidal structure is strict. The category 
with objects the braided tensor categories and morphisms the strict braided monoidal 
functors is denoted Braid. The full subcategory with objects the permutative categories 
is denoted Perm. 
1. Categories of En-ring operators 
We begin by recalling the Grothendieck construction for a lax functor A : 3 + Cat 
[ 131. This is a category 97 s 1. with objects the pairs (a; Y), where a is an object of $9 and 
Y is an object of T.(a), and with morphisms (g; cp) : (a; r) --) (b; s), where g : a + b is 
in 9 and CQ : %(g)(r) + s is in i,(s). 9 s 1. is topologized as in [2]; this requires obj 59 
discrete, which we always assume. If (h; $) : (b;s) --) (c; t), composition is defined by 
(A; $) 0 (9; cp) = (h 0.4; Ic, 0 i(h)(V) 0 o(h,g)) 
where o(h, g) : i,(h o g) 4 i.(h) o i,(g) is the natural transformation that is part of the 
lax structure on 1.. 
Let .P denote the full subcategory of the category of based sets having objects the 
ordered sets n = { 0, 1,. . , n}, n > 0, with basepoint 0. Let n C 9 be the subcategory 
with the same objects and with morphisms cp : m --t n for which cpPi(j) has at most 
one element, 1 5 j 5 n. We denote the wedge and smash product of objects in 8 by 
m V n and m A n; they are identified with m + n and mn respectively in the usual way 
[IO, Section I]. 
A category of operutors ouer 9 [ 11, Section l] is a category $9 with an augmen- 
tation functor E : 9 ----t .F such that E is the identity on objects, Y contains Ii’ and E 
restricted to Ii’ is the inclusion n 2 9. A morphism of categories of operators is a 
functor r : 9 + .fl that restricts to the identity on II and commutes with augmenta- 
tions. We say T is an equiculence if the maps T : ??(m,n) + .P(m,n) are equivalences. 
For any category of operators 9 we can define a lax functor J. : 9 + Cat as follows. 
Let n(n) = .P, and for g : m + n in 9, i,(g) : 3” + 9” is given by 
j-(s)(fl,..., .fm> = ( A f-i,..., A fi V(lbI VP(l )=n 1 
for morphisms f; in 9, where E(g) = ~0; if q-‘(j) is empty the jth coordinate is 
1, : I + I. 
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Lemma 1.1. i : 9 + Cat is CL /u.\- fimctor. 
Proof. Let 2 : 3 + Cat be defined as above for .F = ‘9, so that i = 3 o E. Since the 
composite of a functor with a lax functor is a lax functor [9, 131 it suffices to show 
that 2 is a lax functor. We show there is a natural isomorphism cr($, cp) : >($ o cp) + 
?($)oI(cp) for cp:m+n and t,b:tl+p. 
For (YI,.. ,r,) E Pm, let a($,q)(r-1 , . . , r,,) = (~1,. . , o,), where the gk are defined 
as follows. Let Sk = X($Cp)(,)zh r; and let ok = ak(ll/ , q) be the permutation 
that permutes the factors Yi from their order on the left to their order on the right 
determined by the natural orderings of ($ q))‘(k) and UiCJjEk q-‘(j) (ordered first 
by j, then for j fixed by q-‘(j)). The conditions required for a lax functor are easily 
verified. 0 
Remark. The same argument as in the lemma shows that 3.” : Z7 - Cat with n,(n) = 
III” is also a lax functor. Moreover, we can regard ll s lLn as a subcategory of 911 
for any category of operators Y. 
Let r : 9 4 .X be a morphism of categories of operators and i : .X + Cat the lax 
functor for ,Y. Then the lax functor l,r determines a fmctor r : 9 s iz + .F ,f i and 
it is straightforward to prove the following homotopy invariance result. 
Proposition 1.2. !f’ z : 9 ----f # is m equivcrlence, then z : 9 ,f iz + .R ,/ 2 is u br2eak 
equivalence provided the auyrnt~ntatiorz~s 9 * .F und H + .9 me surjective. 
Remark. From now on we assume that a category of operators ?Y has a surjective 
augmentation (to 9) and satisfies the cofibration condition in [ 11, 1.71. All of the 
examples of CC? considered below have these properties. 
Let rci E n(n, 1) be the ith projection that sends i to 1 and j to 0 if j # i. 
These maps determine projections ( 1; n,) : ( 1; r) + ( 1; 1 ), for i = 1,. , Y, and (xi; 1) : 
(n;rl,..., m) + (1;~~) for j = l,..., II, in rI,fE,fl. 
Definition 1.3. ( 1) A III s jLn-categorp is a lax functor A : I7 J Rn + Cat+ such that 
(i) A(n; 0,. ,O) = *, for n > 0. 
(ii) TC’ = (( 1; n,)):=, : A( 1; Y) + A( 1; 1)’ is a weak equivalence. 
(iii) 7r = ((7ri; I)),“=, : A( ; II q,. . ,Y,~) + ny=, A( 1; Vi) is a weak equivalence. 
(iv) If (cp,~) : (m;r, ,..., ml) 4 (n;.sl,..., s,) is an injection in US;,, then (cp,~): 
A(m; ~1,. . ,r,) + A(n; ~1,. ,s,) is a C(cp, X)-equivariant cofibration. 
(2) Let ?J be a category of operators over 9. A YJ/l-category is a lax functor 
A : 93 s i, + Cat+ whose restriction to Ill 1,” is a II 1 &-category. 
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The category of Y s ).-categories is denoted Lax( 9 s i,, Cat+); its morphisms are the 
lax natural transformations. The subcategory of (strict) functors and natural transforma- 
tions is denoted (!g s jL)[Cat+]. A morphism cx is an eyuicalence if each cc(n;st,. ,s,) 
is a weak equivalence. 
The cofibration condition is explained in [ 10, Section 21. 
Later in this section we will allow more genera1 categories of operators in place 
of .B in defining the lax functor i of Lemma 1.1 (see Lemma 1.12). Given this a 
category of E,,-ring operators is one of the form 9 /‘i. for certain choices of a cate- 
gory of operators 9. In order to describe these we will need to recall some notions 
from [2]. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic ideas concerning 
operads [7]. 
Definition 1.4. A cmtegoricul operud (or cut-operad) % consists of (unbased) cate- 
gories %,, j > 0 with %‘o the trivia1 category, functors 7 : %/I x V,, x x (/i‘,& + %z,, 
and functorial actions si x Z, + (6, satisfying 
(i) associativity of 1 as for ordinary operads, 
(ii) there is an object e in %I such that y( 1,; .f’) = ,f and y(.f; l,, . 1,) = ,f for ,f 
in (6,. 
(iii) equivariance conditions as for ordinary operads. 
A morphism F : % + (6’ of cat-operads consists of I,-equivariant functors Fi : (6, + 
‘6; such that F1 (e) = e’ and F commutes with 7. F is said to be an ryuiculcnce if 
each F, is a weak equivalence. 
Let Op and Cat-Op denote the categories with objects the operads and cat-operads 
respectively. 
Proposition 1.5. There ure _ftinctors I : Op - Cat-Op und B: Cat-Op ---f Op, and u 
nutwul isomorphism B o I E Id. 
Proof. If % is a cat-operad, we obtain B% by taking classifying spaces in each degree. 
B%‘ is an operad with composition maps By and symmetric group actions induced by 
those on W. 
If Y is an operad, let (I%), = a(j) the category with objects 9(j) and all mor- 
phisms identities. 0 
Examples. (i) Let .Y./ = T,,, the translation category of C,; the objects are the elements 
of Cj and there is a unique morphism cr + r for C,Z E Zj. Thus it suffices to define 
the cat-operad structure just on objects. The Ii-action is given by right multiplication. 
If e, E C, is the identity element, let ~(ek; e ,, , . , eJi ) = ezj,. This determines ;’ on all 
objects by the equivariance conditions, 1.4(iii). 
(ii) Any operad can be regarded as a cat-operad by Proposition 1.5. 
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Definition 1.6. Let %? be a cat-operad. A W-object in Cat is a category A with functors 
0, : ‘i,i x AJ + A satisfying 
(i) 0, 0 (?II x 1)( c,cl,...,cx,f’l,.....f’k) = Mc;o,,(CI;fl) ,..., H,A(Ck;Jk)), 
(ii) 8t(l; -) = id : A --f A, 
(iii) O~(CCJ;~) = HL(c; af) for (T in Zk, c in XL, Ci in ‘~j,, f in A” and ,f‘; in At’. 
The %-objects form a category % [Cat]. If % is an operad regarded as a cat-operad 
write &[Cat] for the category of IV-objects. The category of %-spuces is denoted as 
usual by %[F]. 
As in Proposition 1.5, the classifying space functor induces functors B : %[Cat] + 
BV[.F] and B : Y[Cat] + 9’[9]. 
Definition 1.7. If %’ is a cat-operad. the ussocimted monud C : Cat + Cat is defined 
on objects by 
CA = u ‘6j x z, Ai/ - 
J>o 
where N makes certain basepoint identifications. 
If C[Cat] is the category of C-u/~qrhru.s in Cat, then %[Cat] is isomorphic to C[Cat] 
as usual. Moreover, CA is the free %-object on A. [7]. 
Lemma 1.8. If % is u cat-opcrud und 2 = B%, then B(CA) E D(BA), for unJ 
category A, where D is the ussoc’iutcd tnonud of V. 
Proof. B(CA) has a natural ‘/-action, so the inclusion BA 4 B(CA) extends to a 
Y-map D(BA) + B(CA) which is easily seen to be a homeomorphism. 0 
We will also need hruided op~~uds, which were introduced in [4]. A braided operad 
is defined by replacing the symmetric group actions in the definition of operad by braid 
group actions and interpreting the equivariance conditions in terms of braid groups. Any 
operad can be regarded as a braided operad with the braid groups acting via the usual 
homomorphisms B, + C,. In fact there is a category BrOp with objects the braided 
operads which contains Op as a subcategory. 
If we now replace the symmetric group actions in the definition of cat-operad by 
braid group actions we obtain the notion of hmided cut-operud. Then there is a category 
of braided cat-operads BrCat-Op and it contains Cat-Op as a subcategory. All of the 
above results carry over to the braided case; most of them and the relations between 
these categories are summarized by the commutative diagram of (strict) inclusions 
BrCat-Op - Cat-Op 
I B 
II 
I B 
II 
BrOp - OP 
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and the natural isomorphisms B o I 2 Id. Lemma 1.8 also remains true for braided 
cat-operads. 
There is a braided cat-operad .% with .>, = ii, the translation category of Bi. The 
composition for .% is as for the cat-operad 9’ defined above. These two examples are 
fundamental as the following proposition indicates (see also Proposition 3.5). 
Proposition 1.9 (Dunn [2]). There cm isomorphisms of cutegorirs 
.Y[Cat] S Perm, .%[Cat] F Braid 
~~*ith ruch the identity on underiyiq objects 
Let ~IJ = (~k($, q) be the permutation defined in the proof of Lemma 1.1. Con- 
struct a braid ri = 6k($, cp) with associated permutation (T as follows. Let t/-‘(k) = 
{jr ,..., js} with ]I < j, < < j,y and let ti be the number of elements in cp-‘(j,). If 
(t,!/cp)-‘(k) = {it ,..., i,.} with il < i2 < ... < i,, then q-‘(ji) = {iV(i,_,+,) ,..., i,(i,,}, 
where ?, = C:=, /(. Let Li = { n(?;_ 1 + I), . . . , o-(7,)}. The braid 6 has a string from 
i to o(i) and is determined by the conditions: 
(i) For fixed i, the /, strings ending at the elements of L, are parallel. 
(ii) The strings ending in L, cross over the strings ending in L,_r. 
Definition 1.10. Let 9 be a braided cat-operad. The ussociuted curqory of operutors 
3 has objects n for n > 0, and morphisms 
where r, is the number of elements in v-‘(j). Composition is defined for (cp; 91,. , g,,) 
E q(m,n) and ($;h I,. . .,h,) E g(n, p) by 
(~;hl,...,h,)o(cp;g~,...,Sn) = ($0~; X,P_,;‘(k X,/,,(,,=~~~k($,cp)) 
with the 9, in their natural order. The augmentation is given by E((P; q) = cp. 
If 9 is an operad, then 3 is the associated category of operators as defined in [ll]. 
We will be primarily interested in E, hruidcd cat-operuds; this is essentially a 
braided cat-operad Y such that the classifying space of a Y-category has an n-fold 
delooping. The precise meaning is given in Section 4. In the remainder of this section 
we will discuss the main examples of E, braided cat-operads and the generalization of 
the notion of operad pair to this context. 
The simplest examples are provided by the standard operads viewed as braided cat- 
operads, e.g. the n-cubes operad %?,,, or any E, operad. It is shown in Section 1 of 
[2] that .V’ is an E, cat-operad and that .% is an El braided cat-operad; see Section 4 
for further details. 
The next examples arise from the tensor product functor 8 : Op x Op + Op of [I]. 
This functor is unital, associative and commutative up to natural isomorphism, so we 
can form iterated tensor products of operads. If % f*” IS the tensor product of n copies 
of % 1, then it is shown in [I] that ‘I;?” IS equivalent to %, (as operads), hence is an 
E, operad. Moreover there are inclusions of operads %y” -+ @(“+‘), and therefore 
?Z;” = dim VF” is an E, operad. 
For our final example we note that the tensor product functor on operads extends to 
the categories BrOp, Cat-Op and BrCat-Op, and this is compatible with the inclusions 
in the above diagram. In particular if we take two operads and form their tensor product 
in BrOp, then it is naturally isomorphic to the tensor product formed in Op. 
Let ‘9 = :jj ,@ y@W) n II , for II > 2. We will show in Section 4 that Y,, is an E, 
braided cat-operad. In general, for braided cat-operads % and V there are morphisms 
(6 + % 3 Y + 3. Thus a % x Q-category is a %-category and a .Z?-category via these 
morphisms. In particular, a Y,-category A has an underlying braided tensor category 
by Proposition 1.9. 
Definition 1.11. A braided cut-oprrud pair (%,!q) consists of a cat-operad % and a 
braided cat-operad Y together with functors 
for k, j; > 0 which satisfy the conditions of Definition 1.8 in [lo]. 
If % is an operad and % is a braided operad, then we say (V:, 3) is a hvcri&f operud 
puir. 
A morphism (a,~) : (X,3) + (%‘,Y I ) of braided cat-operad pairs consists of a 
morphism of braided cat-operads T : 9 + ‘4’ and a morphism of cat-operads CJ : (8 - 
??:’ such that Uj o 2 = i' o (Tk X CJi, x . X "il ), where j = jt . . jk. 
We say (a, r) is an eyuivu/encr if both c and T are equivalences. 
Examples. (i) Any operad pair is a braided operad pair and thus a braided cat-operad 
pair. 
(ii) If (%,??) is a braided cat-operad pair, then (BV,B%) is a braided operad pair. 
(iii) Let .~t’ be the operad with .I ‘(,j) = * for all j, and let (XX, 9) be the canonical 
operad pair [IO]. Then for any braided cat-operad (4, (.t“,Y) and ((1” x X’,,g x 9) 
are braided cat-operad pairs. 
Lemma 1.12. If (%,Y) is u hruidd cat-operud puir, then there is 
1, : ?? + Cat with n(n) = %“. 
a lax functor 
The proof is an elaboration of that of Lemma 1.1; see Proposition 
details in the case of an operad pair. 
1.9 in [IO] for 
We say that gus i. is a category of E,-rirzg operators if ‘3 is an E, braided cat-operad 
and % is an E, cat-operad. We also say that (55, Y) is an E,, braided cat-operud puir. 
Finally we note that there are inclusions of categories 
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See [IO], Lemma 1.5. 
2. E,,-ring categories and Y-spectra 
Let (‘6, Y) be any braided cat-operad pair, and let [n J’ i.11, Cat+] denote the category 
of lax functors A : I7 j’in + Cat+ that satisfy conditions (i) and (iv) of Definition 1.3. 
We will write objects (n; SI,. . . ,s,) of Il J 2” as (n; S). 
Definition 2.1. The monad J in [H s i,n, Cat+] associated to ~~ i is defined on ob- 
jects A by 
JA(n;S) = u ?@ 
(S) 
3. ((WR), (n; S)) x A(% R)l - 
(m:R) 
where - is the relation (GI; J‘Mcp; $1; u) - ((9; .f’);A(q; @j(u)), for (9; $1 E (n ,f i&n) 
((P; r),(m;R)), (y;f’) E (gJi)((m;R),(n;S)) and u E morA(p; 77. 
JA(n; S) is a category with identities 1 (cY.f M = ((9; f); 1,) and composition ((Y; .f’); 
u) 0 ((Q; .f’); P) = ((9; f); u 0 C) for a E A(m;R) and U, L’ a composable pair in A(m; R). 
Lemma 2.2. (i) rf’A:gJ i + Cat+ is u 1u.x finctor, then JA : ?? ,f i + Cat+ is a 
(strict) ,firnc.tor. [f’ x : A + A’ is u lus nutural transformation qf’ lux- jimctors 3 J’ i. + 
Cat+, tlzerz Jr: JA + JA’ is a (strict) naturul trunsformution. 
(ii) The euuluution t : JA + A is a lux natural trunsjbrmution. 
Proof. The proof of (i) is straightforward and is left to the reader. For (ii) we need 
to define functors ((n; S) : JA(n; S) + A(n;S) and natural transformations <(gl;f’l): 
01; .1‘1) 0 I’(w R) + <(n; S) 0 (JA)(YI ; f~ ) for (sl ; f~ ) E (3 s i)((m; W, (n; S)). 
Let <(n;S)((g;J’); U) = A(g;f‘)(u). j’(yl;J’~) is the natural transformation with 
~‘(.YI ; J’I )((cI; .f‘); a) : (.&II; J‘I ) 0 0; J’))(a) + &(a; f~ ) 0 (CI; f))(a) defined to be 
((~((~~;f’l),(~;,f‘))(a))-’ where CT comes from the lax structure on A. It is easy to 
verify that i is a lax natural transformation. q 
Theorem 2.3. There ure jimctor.r 
und lus nuturul trun>fkwmutions I o p + Id and p o I + Id which are rquiaulences. 
Proof. I is the inclusion obtained by regarding a functor as a lax functor. If A : 
9.f i + Cat+ is a lax functor, let p(A) = B(J,J,A) (see [7, Section 91 for the details 
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of this construction). It follows from Lemma 2.2 that p(A) is a strict functor and 
that < induces a lax natural transfomration E : B(J,J,A) + A. E is an equivalence by 
[7, Proposition 9.81. 
The equivalences A r” I o p(A) and p o r(X) r” X are induced by E. The first 
equivalence is a lax natural transformation, the second a strict natural transformation. 
0 
If we replace Cat+ by X+ (unbased spaces) in Definition 1.3, we obtain a category 
@J-/I)[5+] of ?@J I- p I. s aces. Then regarding a space as a category defines an inclusion 
I : (?i?J i)[F+] + (g .f A)[Cat+]. The following proposition is immediate from the 
definitions. 
Proposition 2.4. The classifving .space jimctor induces u jiinctor 
B: (g/i) [Cat,] + (3./j.) [T+] 
jiw which there is a natural isorwrphisn~ B o I ” Id. 
From the two previous results we have a composite functor 
and our goal is to describe a functor from 3 ,I ).-spaces to ZJ x y-spectra as was done 
in [lo] for &-spaces. Now a 3 ,/ ).-space X is essentially a y-space in the sense of 
[lo], Definition 2.1, but there are two basic differences. First, May requires X(n; 0”) to 
be contractible for n 2 0, while we require X(n; 0”) = *. The difficulty with the weaker 
condition is that most of the monads of [lo, Section 61 are in fact not monads at all and 
so the passage to %-spectra in [ 10, Section 81 fails. The source of this difficulty is in 
[ 10, Definition 4.11. The three pairs of functors defined there are actually not adjoint 
pairs. In order to recover adjointness it suffices to require that U-spaces Y satisfy 
Y(0) = * and that Il s An-spaces X satisfy X(n; 0”) = *. These “basepoint” conditions 
are in fact necessary for adjointness. With these changes the results of Sections 6 and 8 
of [lo] are valid. 
The second difference is that May’s theory accepts input based on the use of operad 
pairs (‘6, CC?), while we are using braided cat-operad pairs. It is not difficult to see that 
May’s theory works just as well for these. 
The basepoint conditions imposed above create a further, and potentially serious, 
problem. Some of the most important examples of %? s A-spaces arise from categories 
with a ringlike structure. In [IO, Section 31, May associates a lax functor A’ : .F s i. + 
Cat+ to a bipermutative category A and then applies Street’s rectification and the 
classifying space hmctor to obtain a functor BA’ : 3 _f 3, + T+. The problem is that 
BA’(n; 0”) is contractible but is not a point. The problem disappears if we instead apply 
the functor B o p above to the lax functor A’, that is replace Street’s rectification by 
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the functor p of Theorem 2.3. We give additional details and establish a result of this 
type for a much larger class of examples (&-ring categories) in Section 3. 
The same problem arises with Theorem 2.9 in [lo]; this is remedied in Proposi- 
tion 4.3. 
Remark. The above difficulty with basepoints also occurs in [ll], Definition 1.3. 
Again, a n-space Y should satisfy Y(0) = * for the pair (L,R) defined there to 
be adjoint. Theorem 1.8 of [l l] creates n-spaces Y with contractible zeroth spaces, 
but one can simply collapse Y(0) to a point; this causes no other difficulties with the 
machinery of [l 11. 
Unfortunately, this does not work for functors X : ?i? s 2 4 .F+. If we collapse 
the spaces X(n; 0”) to points, then the combinatorics of the Grothendieck construc- 
tion force the further identification 0 N 1, so that X is homotopically the trivial 
ring. 
Let (g,??) be an E,, braided cat-operad pair. Then (% x Xm,% x 2) is also an 
E, braided cat-operad pair. By Lemma 1.12 we have lax functors 3, : 3 + Cat and 
j : 9 x 2 + Cat with i(n) = @;” and a(,) = % x X,“. 
The projection (a, r) : (97 x cX,, 3 x 2) --f (%?, 3’) is an equivalence of E,, braided 
cat-operad pairs, and 0 induces a lax natural transformation c : i + lLz which is clearly 
an equivalence. This determines weak equivalences 9 x 5Z J” i --+ 9 x 2 s AZ + 
g s i,. The second functor is a weak equivalence by Proposition 1.2, and the first 
is by [13, Corollary 3.3.11. 
Now suppose given any E, braided cat-operad pair (%?,g’) and let (%,%) = (+?’ x 
XX, 3’ x 2). We can regard a 3’ 5 Al-category as a ?? s i.-category via the weak 
equivalence ?5? J i + 3’ J i.’ (cf. Proposition 4.3). 
The category of %-spectra [lo, 8.11 will be denoted 27’s~. The zeroth space of a 
Y-spectrum E is denoted Eo. 
Theorem 2.5. There ure ,functors 
6 : Lax (g/A,Cat+) + YSp 
a lax natural transjiwmation c( : Id C$ r, and a map of (V, 9)-spaces VA : B(TA( 1; 1)) 
+ (cS”A)o such that wl is an equivalence and yA is an additive group completion. 
Proof. The notation Z+ denotes a chain of morphisms of a certain type which will be 
made explicit below. 
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Recall from above the functors 
Lax (YJ%,Cat+) 3 (3Ji) [Cat,, 3 (9Jl) [S,, 
where the lower arrows are the inclusions I and 1. 
The analogous results for (3s i.)[CY+] are a reformulation of some of the results of 
[lo]. We then extend them along the diagram to Lax(qs &Cat+). 
In order to be more explicit we need to recall some constructions from [lo]. May 
defines functors 
natural transformations of 3 J’ i,- spaces (each an equivalence) 
&A : A + UA + R” YA + R” Ucr; VA --f R”RV<f, VA E 1;1 
and a map of (g, Y)-spaces fjA : (fA)( 1; 1) ----f (c?A)o which is an additive group 
completion, and where c?A is the V-spectrum associated to A. The above chain of 
natural transformations will be denoted c?A : A c$ I“A. 
We refer the reader to [lo] for the details; in particular, Definitions 4.1, 4.2, 6.5 and 
8.4, and Theorems 4.3, 4.4, 4.6 and 4.8. 
We next observe that these constructions make sense for (?? s i)[Cat+] and restrict 
to the previous constructions via the inclusion 1. Define 6 = 2 o B : (g J’ A)[Cat+] + 
69Sp; the remaining functors and E are defined as before and we use the same notation 
for their extensions to (3 s i)[Cat+]. It is not difficult to see that B commutes with 
these constructions (up to natural isomorphism); in particular B(ti) g jiBA, so that ?A 
is a weak equivalence. Finally let rjA be the composite 
B((f’A)(l; 1)) E (pBA)(l; 1) 3 (c?BA),, = (c?A)~ 
clearly a (%,Y)-map and a group completion. 
For the extension to Lax(~~ 1, Cat+), let TA = zfpA and define KA to be the 
composite chain 
a lax natural transformation and an equivalence by Theorem 2.3. 
Also let QA = 8pA and let qA be the composite 
B((TA)( 1; 1)) = B((l;pA)( 1; 1)) ‘w (&A)” = (cfA)o 
It is straightforward to verify that these constructions have the stated properties. 0 
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3. Examples of E,,-ring categories 
Definition 3.1. Let 9 be a braided cat-operad. A Y-ring cutegory (A, @, Q) consists of 
a permutative category (A, @, 0, y) and a g-category (A, 8,l) satisfying 
(i) Oi(g;fl,...,f)) = la if jj = la for some i. 
(ii) There are natural distributivity isomorphisms 6;. = 6:(x; at,. . . , a,, a:, , a,), 1 < 
i I_i, 
-/ 
O,(X;U] )..., U, @U: )..., U,) L dj(X;U I,..., Ui ,..., Uj)@Oj(X;Ul,..., Ui,...,Uj) 
such that: 
(a) qy;q,..., u,,8j,(Xi;U,l,...,U:,,...,u,,,),...,uk) O 
flk(l,; lal,...,~~,(XI;Uil,...,U;l,Ull,...,Uij,),...,l,,) 
= Gj(yg(y;x,, . . .) Xk);Ull,... >U,,,U;[ ,..., UkJi) 
where a, = H, (xr; a,~, . , arj, ), t = cf.:: j, + 1 and ~9 is the operad composition in 9. 
(b) 6;(l;a,b) = la@b 
(c) ~~(Xci;Ul,...,U,,U:,...,Uj)=~~“‘(X;Ud~1(,),...;U,-l(k),Ub_l~k)’...,U,-l(j)) 
where r? E Bj, (T is the associated permutation and o(i) = k. 
1 H, (x; a, ,..., a, ) if ui = 0, 
(d) qx; a,, . . .) Ui,U:,...,Uj)= 
1 
lfI,(x;a, ,..., 0; ..,., a,) if ui = 0, 
lo if a, = 0 some Y # i. 
(e) qx;u I,..., u:,u I,...) uj>o8,(1,; 1, ,)...) ~(q,u;) )...) 1,)) 
=~(U,U’)O6~(X;Ul,..., Ui,U: ,..., Uj) 
where a = B,(x;ul,. . . ,a;) and a’ = Hj(x;al,. . ,a:, . ,a,). 
(f) @j(x;a ,,..., u,,u; )...) UJCB 1,~~)06~(X;Ul )...j Ui@U:,U(‘,..., Uj) 
=(1a~6f(X;Ul,...,U:,U:‘,...,Uj))o6)(X;Ul,...,U,,U:~U:‘,...,Uj) 
(8) (1,?3y(b,c)cE Id) 0(6j(x;a ,,..., a,,u; )...) Uj) 
E$(x;u,,..., u; )...) u,,u; )...) Uj)) 0 
qx;u,,. ..,Uk,U; ,..., Ur@u;,...,uj) 
=(~~(X;Ul,...,Uk,U~,...,Uj)~6ik(X;Ul,.. s,Uk,U; )...) Ui ,..., Uj)) 0 
6$x; al ,..., Uk @U; ,..., U[,U; ,..., U,) 
for k < 1, where u = Oj(x;al,...,aj), b = 8j(X;Ul,..., U’/ ,..., Uj), c = Oj(X;Ul,..., a;, 
. ..>Uj) and d=B,(x;al,..., Q; ,..., ui ,..., aj). 
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F : A + A’ is a morphisnl of Y-ring categories if F is a permutative functor and a 
morphism of g-categories such that 
F(~,;(x; ~1,. . . ,u;,u(,. ,a,)) = S:(X; FUR,. . . , F~,,Fu~, .,Fuj). 
The category of Y-ring categories is denoted Y-RngCat. 
Finally, we call A an En-ring category if 9 is an E,, braided cat-operad. 
Remark. The conditions of the previous definition should be regarded as an extension 
of the coherence conditions for symmetric bimonoidal categories [6] to Y-ring cate- 
gories. If .Y is the cat-operad of Section 1, then it follows from Propositions 3.4 and 
3.5 that the categories of Y-ring categories and symmetric bimonoidal categories are 
equivalent. 
Theorem 3.2. Let 9 he u braided cat-operud and i. : 3 + Cat with n(n) = 9”. 
There is u ,fimctor R : ?I-RngCat + Lax(g,f A,Cat+) such that RA(I; 1) = A. 
Proof. For a Y-ring category A, let RA(n;sl , . . . , s,, ) = A”’ x . x AstJ 
A morphism ((cp;g);f’) E (gj’i)((nz; R),(n;S)) has a factorization 
((%Cl);tR’) 
(m;R) - 
(n; R’) (‘JG”) 
- (n;S) 
where R’ = k(q)(R). RA((q;g);,f‘) will be defined as the composite 
((4VJ);l,~) (1,,;/ 1 
A” x . . . x /(‘I _> AY: x xA’i_------i A”’ x . . x A”~’ 
A map h E 9(r,s) determines a fimctor h : A’ + A” given by h(u,, ,a,) = 
(bl , . , b,) where bj = @hCijX, a, with the ai’s in their natural order. We let 
(In;.) = ,f’, x . x ,fn : A”; x . x A”: + A”1 x . . . x A”~~ 
where f = (f,,...,,f',,). 
Let (XI,.. .,x,) E A”’ x . x A’“’ with X, = (a,, ,..., ai,). Define ((q;y); 1~‘) 
(XI,. ..,x,) = (~1,. .,y,), where yj = (b,,,. .., bj,:) is as follows. 
Let q-‘(j) = {iI,..., i,} with i,y < &+I and 
J’(j,k)= {(p~,...,pt): 15 pi I riand C(p\ - ~)Y,,+I .“r,, +pt =k} 
.,=I 
Then 
where the order for the sum is given by the lexicographic order on P(j,k). 
The natural isomorphisms y and (6:) determine a lax structure on RA. Similar con- 
siderations show that a morphism F : A + A’ of ‘g-ring categories induces a lax 
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natural transformation RF : RA ---f RA’; RF(n; S) = F”’ x . . x FZlr defines a func- 
tor RA(n; S) ----t RA’(n; S) and there are natural transformations RA’(((p; g); f‘)RF(m; R) 
+ RF(n; S)RA(((p; g); j’) with components identity morphisms. Together these deter- 
mine a lax structure on RF. 0 
Theorem 3.3. There is a functor RCq : %-RngCat 4 (3 x Y)Yp and a group com- 
pletion of X,-spaces BA + gc’q(A)o jk any Y-ring category A. 
Proof. Let bc+ = 6 o R where R is the functor of Theorem 3.2 and 6 is the functor 
of Theorem 2.5 for the braided cat-operad pair (.,,Y‘ x X,,Y x 2). The group com- 
pletion is the composite of the equivalence Ba : BA = B(RA( 1; 1)) Z$ B(TRA( 1; 1)) and 
the group completion r~ : B(TRA( 1; 1)) + b(RA)o where x and ye are as in 
Theorem 2.5. 0 
We now turn to some specific examples of Y-ring categories. Recall that a category 
A is symmetric bimonoidal if it has two symmetric monoidal structures (A, 8, 1) and 
(A, &O) together with left and right natural distributivity isomorphisms that satisfy the 
coherence conditions of Laplaza, [6, Section 11. These are the objects of a category 
SymBiMon with morphisms the symmetric bimonoidal functors [8, VI, 3.41. If (A, @, 1) 
and (A, $l,O) are both permutative categories, then A is called bipermutative and there 
is a category BiPerm, a (not full) subcategory of SymBiMon. 
If in the definition of symmetric bimonoidal category the multiplicative structure 
is only required to be braided monoidal, we obtain the notion of braided himonoidul 
category. Similarly, if the multiplicative structure of a bipermutative category is relaxed 
to a braided tensor structure we obtain a braided permutative category. Morphisms for 
these objects can be defined along the same lines and we have categories BrBiMon 
and BrPerm. 
Let I : BiPerm ~-1 SymBiMon and i : BrPerm of BrBiMon be the inclusions. 
Proposition 3.4. There are jiinctors 
@ : SymBiMon + BiPerm 6 : BrBiMon 4 BrPerm 
and natural transjkmations 7t : I o @ + Id and r? : f o 6 + Id with components 
nA : (I o @)(A) t A, r?A : (lo @(A’) + A’ equivalences of symmetric bimonoidul and 
braided himonoidul categories respectively. 
Proof. For @, this is essentially Proposition 3.5 of [8, Chapter VI]. The definition of 
bipermutative category there requires the strict right distributive law while we only 
require isomorphism. This makes no difference to the argument. The proof for 4 is 
virtually identical to the one for @. 0 
Recall from Section 1, the cat-operad Y and the braided cat-operad 92 = 3. The 
following proposition is immediate from Proposition 1.9 and the definitions. 
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Proposition 3.5. There ure isomorpl~isms of cute<gories 
.Y-RngCat g BiPerm 92 -RngCat ” BrPerm 
each the identity on underlying permututive cutecgories. 
Examples 3.6. It follows from Theorem 3.3 and Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 that a sym- 
metric bimonoidal category determines an .Y x 2’-spectrum and a braided bimonoidal 
category determines a .% x 2’-spectrum, and there is an appropriate additive group 
completion of classifying spaces in each case. 
For more explicit examples, let G be a discrete group. Let ,Fo be the category of 
based G-sets and .@o the category of based crossed G-sets (made small). Then 9~ is 
symmetric bimonoidal under wedge and smash product of G-sets, and .5@o is braided 
bimonoidal under wedge and smash product of crossed G-sets. 
For our final example we construct a WY” -ring category that models the homotopy 
theoretic group ring Q(Q”Y)+ (Theorem 3.9). 
Definition 3.7. Let A E Y[Cat]. We say A is a ‘q-category with zero if A has an 
object 0 such that t),(g;f’i ,..., J‘i) = la if J‘, = 10 for some i. 
If A is a category, let A+ be the category A with an object 0 and an identity morphism 
10 adjoined. If A is a %-category, then A+ is a ??-category with zero where we let 
Hj(CJ;fl,. . .,fj) = 10 if J’, = la for some i. 
If S is the monad associated to the cat-operad .Y and A is a %-category with zero, 
then SA is formed relative to the basepoint 0. The permutative operation on SA is 
denoted by c?. 
Proposition 3.8. If’ (A, 0) is u 9 cutegory iz!ith zero, then SA is a ‘Y-ring category. 
Hence if A is a Y-category, then SA, is u Y-ring category. 
Proof. Define a 9 action on SA, also denoted 0, as follows. Let g : x ---f y be in 
CZ?j and let S; : a, --) bi be in SA, i = 1,. . . ,j, say fi = [o-i --f r;; f,i, . . . , fir,]. Let 
(7 = ~1 A . . . A gj and r = rr A . . . A z,, permutations in C, where t = 1-1~2 . . . yj. NOW 
let 
where 1 < ik < rk and the product has the lexicographic order. 
Let U = B~(x;u~,...,~;@ aj,...uj) and V = H,(x;ul,..., uj)@ H,(x;u~,...,u~,...u,) 
and define 6; : U --f V as follows. First we may assume that each ak and ui have 
the form [e,;ui,...,u,] for a fixed I’. Now expanding U and V using the definition 
of 0 we see that there is a (r E C,, t = 2 r.f, such that U = [e,; cl,. . ,cl] and 
V = [e,;c,~l(l),...,c,~I(,)l = [ a;~],. .,cl]. Let d;l, = [el + a; l,,,. ., lC,]. It can be 
verified that (SA, @, 6) with these distributivity isomorphisms is a %-ring category. 0 
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Theorem 3.9. Let X he u UF* -spuce (e.g. X = PY). Then SX+ is a %F”-ring 
category und there is an equivalence of infinite loop spaces &,p~z(SX+)o = QX+, 
&ere c?,~ :,, (SX+ ) is the +?F” x Y-spectrum of Theorem 3.3. 
Proof. We prove this more generally for a g-category with zero A. Applying Theo- 
rem 3.3 to SA, we have a group completion DBA % BSA e &~(SA)O, where 9 = BY. 
Since QBA is also a group completion of DBA it follows that b!g(SA)o IV QBA as 
infinite loop spaces. 
Now taking A = X+ we obtain 8, y”(SX+)o e QBX+ = QX+. 0 
4. Tensor products of braided cat-operads 
In this section we will show that %n = ~2 8 %?F(nP2’, n > 2, is an E, braided 
cat-operad. 
Let r : <?I + fl be a morphism of braided cat-operads. The monads in Cat associated 
to 9 and .Y? will be denoted by G and H. Define rt* : ??[Cat] + H[Cat] and 
r* : Y[Cat] 4 %[Cat] by T*(A) = B(H, G,A) and r*(X) = X regarded as a Y-object 
via r. We note that z* and r* preserve equivalences. 
Consider the diagrams of natural transformations 
A A B(G,G,A) 
B(?l,l) 
F B(H, G,A) = T*s*(A), 
B(l,r,l’ 
W*(X) = B(H,G,r*X) - B(H,H,X) 5 X. 
As in the proof of Theorem 2.5 we denote these chains of natural transformations 
by v : Id $t*z* andE: r*r * $ Id respectively. If the transformations in the above 
diagrams are equivalences, then we say that q and E are equivalences, and that the pair 
(t*, T* ) is an E-equivalence of the categories Y[Cat] and Y[Cat]. If V is any braided 
cat-operad, then we say the categories +?[Cat] and V[Cat] are E-equivalent when there 
is a chain of E-equivalences connecting them. If in addition % = %?y, then we call 
this an E,,-equivulence and say 9 is an E,, braided cut-operud. 
Now &A, ex are always equivalences, and B(z, 1, 1 ), B( 1, r, 1) are equivalences if 
ZA : GA -+ HA is an equivalence for any A E Cat; this is the case if, for example, 
r : 9 + 2‘ is an equivalence of braided cat-operads. 
Define a functor BrCat-Op + Cat-Op written 9 - $9’ as follows. Let /5’ : B, + 1, 
be the usual homomorphism and let Tj = ker 0, the subgroup of pure braids. Now let 9; 
be the orbit category T,\g,,, a right Z,-category. Then the composition ~~4 induces a 
composition for 9’ making it a cat-operad. The associated monad is denoted G’. 
Lemma 4.1. Let !c? and .T be bruided cut-operuds. 
(i) GA Z G’A us 9-categories, for A E Cat. 
(ii) (9 @ ,X)’ ” 9’ @ &’ in Cat-Op. If 3 und .X are braided operuds, then the 
isomorphism is one of operuds. 
Proof. The first statement is immediate from the definitions. 
The quotient functors 9, x .GY,~ + 9: x ,X: and the universal property of the ten- 
sor product (see [l, Section I]) determine morphisms U, V of braided cat-operads 
with 
such that V, 0 lJj is the obvious quotient functor. Now Uj is Bj-equivariant, so for 
o E Tj and f in (Y@X),, we have U,(,f.a) = U,(f).G = Uj(f).fi(a) = lJj(f). 
Hence U, induces a functor (9 x .+4 ): + (9’ 8 I?‘)~ that is inverse to vj, so V is an 
isomorphism of cat-operads. 0 
Theorem 4.2. The categories +?,[Cat] and %y[Cat] are E,-equivalent. 
Proof. In [4], Fiedorowicz constructed a braided operad @z and a map of braided 
operads z : ??z + %?s that induces an isomorphism on the monad level, where +?2 is 
the little 2-cubes operad. This works as well for the suboperad @‘, and we write 
rr : % + WY’ for the resulting map of braided operads. 
Now consider the diagram of braided cat-operads 
where P and Q are the projections. In view of the remarks above it suffices to show 
that each morphism in the diagram induces an equivalence on the monad level. By 
the results of Appendix A of [l], this is true for P 8 1 and Q @ 1 (P and Q are split 
morphisms of braided cat-operads as defined in [I]). Finally, it follows easily from 
Lemma 4.1 that 7-t @ 1 induces an isomorphism on the monad level. 0 
Let (a,r) : (Gf?,??) + (2,P) be a morphism of braided cat-operad pairs, with 
/1 : B + Cat and i,’ : .;Y + Cat the associated lax functors. Then 0 induces a lax 
natural transformation I -+ i,‘r and we have functors ?? s i. + 3 s A’r + .X s i’. If 
(0, r) is an equivalence, then these functors are weak equivalences, the first by [ 13, 
3.3. l] and the second by Proposition 1.2. Let v : 3 ,I’ 3. + 2 s 2’ denote the composite 
functor. 
Proposition 4.3. Let (a, z) : (K, Y) + (3, ~7) he m equivalence of braided cat-operad 
pairs .such that the braid groups md symmetric groups act freely. 
(i) The categories Lax(g ,f 2, Cat+) and Lax(3 1 A’, Cat+) aye E-equivalent. 
(ii) The categories (3s A)[Cat+] and (.X ,I J.‘)[Cat+] are E-equivalent. 
Proof. We prove (i). Let J and K be the monads associated to 3s i and X s I.’ 
respectively as in Definition 2.1. Then v : 3’s i + 2s A’ induces a morphism 
of monads v : J + K. Now as at the beginning of this section define functors 
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V*(A) = B(K,J,A) and v*(X) = X and natural transformations 
B(v.l.1) 
A * B(J,J,A) - B(K,J,A) = v*v*(A), 
v*v*@y = B(K,J, v*x) B=/’ B(K,K,X) a x 
for A E Lax(%? J’ i, Cat+) and X E Lax(H s k’, Cat+). 
Now vA : JA + KA is an equivalence for A E [II s in,Cat+] by [10,7.6], and it 
follows that B( V, 1, 1) and B( 1, v, 1) are equivalences. The proof of (ii) is similar. 0 
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